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Let I be an ideal, and let f=  {Kn I n >_ 0} be a filtration of the Noetherian ring R, such that 
In c_ K n for all n_>0. We study when the Rees ring ~( f )  is either finite or integral over the Rees 
ring :~(I), for two types of filtrations f which have recently drawn interest. If I and J are ideals 
in R, and if re(n) is the least power of J such that (1 n : jra(n)) = (1 n : jra(n)+ 1 ), we show that the 
function re(n) is eventually non-decreasing. For J regular, we characterize when it is eventually 
constant. 
Introduction 
Let I and J be ideals in the Noetherian ring R. Let f denote the filtration whose 
n-th term is [..J(I"" jm), over m = 1, 2, 3, .... In [6], Schenzel characterizes when the 
Rees ring ~'(f) is finite or integral over the Rees ring ~'(I). Now let S be a 
multiplicatively closed subset of R, and let g be the filtration whose n-th term is 
{x~ R ]sx~ I n for some s ~ S}. In [4], Ratliff characterizes when ~(g) is finite over 
~(I). The present work gives a concise presentation of these results. It does so by 
first observing that the filtrations tudied by Schenzel are in fact identical to those 
studied by Ratliff. We then prove the new result that the rings e?,(f) and ~(g) above 
are ideal transforms of ~(1). This allows us to use some known powerful results 
concerning ideal transforms. Finally, we discuss the following closely related situa- 
tion. With I and J as above, for each n_  0, let re(n) be the least power of J such 
that ( In:jm(n))=(In:jm(n)+l). We show that the function m(n) is eventually 
nondecreasing. Furthermore, if J is regular, we characterize when this function is 
eventually constant. 
Definition. A filtration on the ring R is a sequence of ideals {Kn[n >-0} such that 
Ko -- R, Kn + 1 ~ K n, and Kn Km C_ Kn + m for all n, m>_0. 
Notation. Let R be a Noetherian ring, and let f=  {K. I n_> 0} be a filtration on R. 
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Let t be an indeterminate over R. The Rees ring o f f  over R, ~'(f) ,  is the subring 
of R[t-l ,  t] consisting of those elements uch that for all n_0 ,  the coefficient of 
t" is in Kn. That is, ~'(f)  = ..- +Rt-2+Rt  -~ +R+K~ t+K2t2+ .... In the special 
case that f=  {I" [ n >_ 0} for some ideal I of R, this becomes the Rees ring of I, 
denoted ~'(I). Finally u = t-  1. 
Remark. With notation as above, assume that that 1'7 c_K, for all n>0.  It is well 
known (and easily seen) that ~( f )  is a finite ~(I)-module if and only if for some 
h>__O, K, c_ I n-h for all n>_h. In this case, we say the topology on R determined by 
f i s  linearly equivalent to the I-adic topology. This is the language used in [4] and [5]. 
Notation. Let I and J be ideals in the Noetherian ring R. Note that 
(I: J)  c_ (I: j2) _ (I: j3) C . . . .  Following Schenzel, we will use I :  ( J )  to denote the 
eventual stable value of this chain. Also, we will let f(I, J) denote the filtration 
whose n-th term is I" : ( J ) .  Furthermore, if S is a multiplicatively closed subset of 
R, we will let g(1, S) denote the filtration whose n-th term is {x~Rlsxe I  n for 
some s e S}. 
Remark. Let I be an ideal in the Noetherian ring R, and for n > 0 let q~ rl ... N qk 
be a primary decomposition of I n. If J is another ideal, then I" : ( J> equals the in- 
tersection of those qi whose radical does not contain J. If S is a multiplicatively 
closed subset of R, then {xeR [sxeI" for some seS} equals the intersection of 
those qi whose radical is disjoint from S. Both of these statements are easy 
exercises. 
We now make explicit that the two types of filtrations mentioned above are iden- 
tical. For zeR,  we will let Sz={zmlm>-O}. 
Lemma 1. Let I be an ideal in the Noetherian ring R. 
(a) For any ideal J o f  R, there is a z ~ J such that f(I, J) =f(I, zR) = g(1, Sz). 
(b) For any multiplicatively closed subset S of  R, there is an z eS  with 
g(I, S) = g(I, S z) = f(I, zR). 
Proof. It is easily seen that for any z e R, f(I, zR)= g(l, S z). We next note that by 
[3, Corollary 1.5], ~Ass  R/ I  n, n = 1, 2, ..., is finite. For (a), pick z e J such that 
z is in a prime in this union exactly when that prime contains J. The remark above 
shows that f(I, J) =f(I, zR). For (b), pick z E S such that z is in a prime in this union 
exactly when that prime contains omething in S, and again use the above remark, 
to see that g(I, S)= g(I, Sz). 
Definition. Let I be a regular ideal in a Noetherian ring R having total quotient ring 
Q(R). The ideal transform of I is 
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T(I) = (X E Q(R) 1 xl” c R for some n zO>. 
In [6], both g((f(Z, J)) and the ideal transform T((J, z@Jo)) appear. We now 
show that they are equal. 
Theorem 2. Let I and J be ideals in the Noetherian ring R, Let f = f(Z, J) and let 
g= g(Z). Also, let J=(j,, . . . . jk)R. Then .9?(f) = T((J, u)9) = T(ql + - + qk), 
where qi is the intersection of those prime divisors of US? which contain ji . 
proof. Let xt” be a homogeneous element of 9( f ). Thus x E I” : ( J), so that for 
some mr0, xJmcZ”. Since (J, u)*‘~ 9? E Jm9? + ~“9, it easily follows that 
(xt “)(( J, 4 m+n9?‘)C 9. This shows that xt” c T((J, u&4?‘), and so gives that 
a(f) G T((J, u)9). Next, to show that T((J, u)9?) c T(ql + --- + qk), let y be an ele- 
ment in the former transform. If y E 9, then y is automatically an element in the 
latter transform as well. Therefore, suppose that y $9. Let P be any prime minimal 
over (9 : Y). The location of y assures us that (J, u).9? c P. As y is in the total quo- 
tient ring of 9?, we may write y = a/b, with a, b E 9, and b regular. Thus P is 
minimal over (9’ : y) = (b : a), and so we see that P is a prime divisor of b9. As u E P, 
and u is also regular, P is also a prime divisor of u 9. Since ji E J c P, the definition 
of Q; shows that qiCP for i=l,...,k. Thus q,+ --- +qkCP. This is true for all 
primes P minimal over (9 : y), clearly showing that y E T(ql + --- + qk). Finally, we 
show this last transform is contained in S’(f ). It is easily seen that 
1”: (J)=n(Z’: (jiR)) over i=l,... , k. Thus, if J;: =f(Z, ji R), we see that 
9(f) = 9(fi) n -0. fl .!%“(fk). Furthermore, it is simple to see that 
T(ql + .a. +qk)= T(qr)fl s.. fl T(qk). In order to finish, we will show that 
T(qi) c 9(x). (Actually, they are equal.) Now 9?(A) is easily seen to consist of 
those w in the total quotient ring of 9 such that (9 : w) contains both a power of 
u and a power of ji. However, if w E T(qi), then (9? : w) contains a power of qi, 
and so automatically contains a power of u and a power of ji . This completes the 
proof. 
In order to obtain the results mentioned in the introduction, we must recall some 
definitions, and a powerful result about ideal transforms. 
Definitions. Let R be a Noetherian ring. &(R) = {Q E Spec R 1 Q $ Ass R and 
the completion of R, contains a depth-l prime divisor of zero). d(R) = 
{QE Spec R 1 Q$ ASS R and the completion of RQ contains a depth-l minimal 
Prime}. Let Z be an ideal in R. U(Z)={QflR[uEQ&‘(W(Z)). A*(Z)= 
{Qn R 1 u E QE~(@(Z))). A*(Z) =Ass R/Z” for all large n. 
&marks. [3, Chapter l] shows that Ass R/Z” is constant for all large n, so that 
A*(I) exists. 13, Chapter 31 shows that if (I), is the integral closure of I, then 
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Ass R/(In)a is constant for all large n, and in fact equals 4"(1). The set of primes 
U(/) was introduced in [1]. In [2], it is shown that U(I) c_ A*(/). 
The following result follows from [3, Proposition 10.9, Proposition 10.11 (i ~, ii), 
and Corollary 10.4]. 
Theorem 3. Let I be a regular ideal in a Noetherian ring R. 
(a) T(I) is a finite R-module if and only if 16 Q for all Q ~ #(R). 
(b) 7"(I) is integral over R if  and only if I6  Q for all Q ~ ~(R). 
Remark. Both [4] and [6] prove interesting results which are closely related to 
Theorem 3. 
Corollary 4. Let R be a Noetherian ring. Let I and J be ideals and let S be a 
multiplicatively closed subset o f  R. 
(a) (Schenzel [6]) ~(f(I ,  J)) is finite (respectively, integral) over ~ = ~(/)  if and 
only if J 6 U { P ~ U(I) } (respectively, J 6 U { P ~ A*(I) }). 
(b) (Ratliff [4]) ~(g(I, S)) is finite (respectively, integral) over ~ = ~(I) if  and on. 
ly if S c_ R - U { P ~ U(l)} (respectively, S c_ R - U { P e 4,(1) }). 
(c) (Ratliff [5]) Suppose that I is primary to P. Then the 1-symbolic topology is 
linearly equivalent to the I-adic topology if and only if U(I) = {P}. 
Proof. (a) We have ~(f(L  J)) = T((J, u)~). Suppose that Jc_P for some Pc  U(/). 
Then for some ueQE~"(~), we have u~Q and Qf3R=P,  so that (J, u)~c_Q. By 
Theorem 3, ~(f(I ,  J)) is not finite over ~(/). The converse is similar. The integral 
case is analogous. 
(b) We pick z e S as in the proof of Lemma 1 (b), so that g(I, S) =f(l, zR). By part 
(a), it is enough, for the finite case, to show that S c_ R -  U {P e u(/)} if and only 
if zR 6 U {Pc u(i)}. Since u(I)  c__ A*(I), this is straightforward, by the choice ofz. 
Since 4"(1)c_ A*(I), the integral case is analogous. 
(c) Let S = R-  P, and let g = g(I, S). As noted earlier, the/-symbolic and I-adic 
topologies being linearly equivalent simply means that ~ (g) is a finite ~ (/)-module. 
Thus part (c) follows from part (b) and the fact that every prime in U(I) contains L
We wish to characterize when ~(f (L  J)) is a finite ~-module in another way. In 
what follows, I and J will always be ideals in the Noetherian ring R, ~' will mean 
~(1), andfwiU denotef(I, J). We begin by showing that we may restrict our efforts 
to the case that J is regular. 
Lemma 5. I f  J is not regular, then Jc_ U{Pe u(i)}, i f  ~( f )  is a finite ~-module, 
then J is regular. 
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proof. Suppose J is not regular. Say JcqEAssR. There is a QEAss~’ with 
Q n R = q. Let P be minimal over (z.M, Q). Then height P/Q = 1, so PE t?(9). Since 
U E P, Pn R E U(I). Since JC Pf7 R, the first statement is proved. The second 
follows from Corollary 4(a). 
Suppose that J is a regular ideal. We will consider three functions determined by 
Z and J. The first of them is easily defined, (and does not need J to be regular). 
DefinltiOn. For a fixed n>O, the chain (I” : Jo) c (I” : J’) c --- , eventually, 
stabilizes to (I” : (J)). We let m(n) be the least nonnegative integer such that 
(1” : Jm@)) = (I” : (J)). 
Definition. For n 20, let 29(.& = C (Is : J”)tS over all integers . (Note that Is will 
denote R when SC 0.) 
We will use the first two parts of the next lemma to define our other two func- 
tions. However, the last two parts appear worthy of mention. 
Lemma 6. Suppose J is regular. 
(a) For n 10, g( f ), is a finite 9-module. 
(b) For nz0, there is a b,rO with (Zb+r: Jn)=Z’(Zb: J”) for all rzI. 
(c) For nr0, for all large b, ub9(f),,=(ub9: J”9?). 
(d) 9?(f)=(cr/ubIcx,(ub3’: <J9?)) forsome bz0). 
proof. Obviously J”9( f ), c 9. If x is a regular element in J”, then x is still regular 
in 9, and since x.G?( f ), G 9, (a) holds. Now take a finite set of homogeneous 
generators for g(f),, over 9, and let b be the largest degree of any generator in 
that set. It is easily seen that (b) holds for that b. As for (c), it is easily seen that 
U69(f), = C (Is : Jn)tsmb, while (ubW : J”9?) = C [(I’ : J”) nZ’-b]t”-b. Therefore, 
we must only show that for large b, (Is : J”) c I”- b for all s. This follows from part 
(b). Finally for (d), suppose cc E (ubg : (J9 )). For some n, a E (ub~ : J”9’ ). If b is 
not already big enough to have part (c) apply, we take k>O, and note that 
ukaE(ub+k 69 : J”.cT). For large k, part (c) gives ukCrEub+k&‘(f)n. Thus 
a/ub E g(f), c 9(f ). This gives one inclusion of (d). The other follows easily from 
(c) since 9?(f) is the union of the %‘(f )n. 
Definition. Let J be regular. For n 2 0, clearly 9( f)n C W [u- ‘1. Since we have just 
seen that 9(f),, is a finite &+-module, there is a br 0 with ub9’(f), C_ &‘. (Clearly 
this is equivalent o having (Zb+ r : J”) c I’ for all rr 1.) We let k(n) be the least 
such b. 
Definition. Let J be regular. In view of part (b) of Lemma 6, for n 20 we define 
h(n) to be the smallest integer br0 with (Zb+r : J”) = I’(I’ : J”) for all r2 1. 
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Lemma 7. m(n) is eventually nondecreasing. I f  J is regular, then k(n) is 
nondecreasing. 
Proof. The second statement is straightforward from the fact that 
~(f )nc_~( f ) ,+ l .  As for re(n), by [3, Lemma 1.1(b)] there is an h->0 with 
(I n +J : I j) fq I h = I n for n _> h and j > 0. We choose s_> h such that m(s) is minimal in 
the set {m(n) ln>_h }. We claim that re(n) is nondecreasing for n >_s. Let s<-a<b. 
We must show that m(a) <_ re(b). Clearly I b-a (I a : ( J)  ) c_ (I b : ( J ) )  = (I b : j,nCb)), 
the equality by the definition of m(b). Thus jm(b)(Ia: (J))C_ (Ib:Ib-a). We also 
claim that Jm(b)(Ia: ( J ) )~( Ib : Ib -a ) .  We also claim that jmtb)(Ia: (J))c_I h, 
defering the proof momentarily. Since a>_s>_h, our choice of h shows that 
jmt~)(Ia : ( J ) )  c_I a. Thus (Ia : ( J ) )=( Ia  : jmtb)), which shows that m(a)<_m(b), as 
desired. It remains to prove our claim. We have b>a>_s>_h, so that ( I  a : ( J ) )~  
(is: ( j )  ) = (IS : jm(s)). Thus jm(s) (Ia : ( J )  ) C_ IS C_ I h. Also, b > h and our choice of 
s show that m(b)>_m(s), so that Jm(b) c_ jm(s). Combined with the preceding, this 
gives that jm(b)(Ia: (J))c_c_ I h, as claimed. 
Theorem 8. Let I and J be ideals in a Noetherian ring R, with J regular. The follow- 
ing are equivalent. 
(a) ~(f(I ,  J)) is a finite ~(I)-module. 
(b) J~  U {P~ U(I)} 
(c) re(n) is eventually constant. 
(d) k(n) is eventually constant. 
(e) h(n) is bounded. 
Proof. (a)~, (b). This is given by Corollary 4(a). 
(a)=(c). Since ~( f )  is obviously the union of the ascending chain ~(f)s, 
s = 1, 2,..., if (a) holds, then for large s we have ~(f)s  = ~(f) -  This gives that for 
all n>_O, ( In : j s )=( In : ( J ) ) .  Thus m(n)<_s for all n>_0. As we know that the 
function m(n) is eventually nondecreasing, it is eventually constant. 
(c) = (e). Suppose re(n) = c for all n >__ N. Let d = Max(h(c), N). Since d>__ h(c), for 
all r>_l we have (ia+r: jC)=lr(id : jc). Since d+r>d>-N,  m(d)=m(d+r)=c, 
which says that for all b>_O, (Id: JC)--(Id:jc+b) and (id+r : jc)=(ia+r :jc+b). 
Thus (ld+r: JC+b)=Ir(Ia: jc+b) for all r_>l. By definition, h(c+b)<_d for all 
b_>0. That is, h(n) is bounded. 
(e)=(d). It is clear that k(n)<_h(n). Also, we know k(n) is nondecreasing. 
Therefore (e)~ (d) is obvious. 
(d) = (a). We are given that there are integers c and M>0 with k(n)= c for all 
n>_M. Thus, for n>Mand r> 1, we have (I c+r : jn )  C I  r. However, for large n, we 
also have (I c+r : J ' )  = (I c+r : ( J )) -  Therefore, ( I  c+r : ( J ) )  C-I r for all r> 1, (i.e. fis 
linearly equivalent o the I-adic topology). Thus we see that uC~(f)c_ ~, which 
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shows that (a) holds. (Remark. In fact c is easily seen to be the smallest integer for 
which u'g(f)G 9). 
Question- Can our three functions be used to characterize when W(f) is integral 
Over &? 
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Note added in proof 
Lemma 5 is false. The P in the proof may not exist. It is true if R is local. The 
rest of the results are unaffected. 
